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IDROFOGLIA IF-B SA 40 
        

   

Product price:  

1.177,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

IDROFOGLIA WT20 

IDROFOGLIA WT20 WATER PUMP is a gasoline-powered submersible ideal for pumping
wastewater, rainwater and contaminated liquids.
IDROFOGLIA main features:
IDROFOGLIA WT20 Petrol engine: guarantees high power and autonomy.
IDROFOGLIA WT20 Centrifugal pump: ensures an even and constant flow.
Cast iron body: guarantees long life and resistance to atmospheric agents.
IDROFOGLIA WT20 2" diameter: allows large quantities of water to be pumped quickly and
efficiently.
Maximum flow rate of 710 litres per minute: meets the needs of large pumps.
Maximum power of 3.6 kW: guarantees high power and autonomy.
IDROFOGLIA Suction height of 8 metres: allows suction from wells and tanks.
Maximum debris section of 24 mm: allows you to pump water with a certain amount of debris.
30 metre water column meter: allows pumping over a height of 30 metres.
IDROFOGLIA WT20 Fuel tank capacity of 3.1 litres: provides a working autonomy of
approximately 2 hours.

Technical characteristics IDROFOGLIA WT20:

Pump type: Waste water
Maximum power: 3.6 KW
Fuel: Petrol
Diameter (Ø): 2'' - 50 DN
Maximum suction height: 8 m
Maximum flow rate: 710 Lt/min
Debris section: 24 mm
Water column meter: 30 mca
Tank capacity: 3.1 Lt
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Advantages IDROFOGLIA WT20:

Powerful and versatile: ideal for a variety of applications.

Petrol engine: guarantees high power and autonomy.

Cast iron body: guarantees long life and resistance to atmospheric agents.

2" diameter: allows large quantities of water to be pumped quickly and efficiently.

Maximum flow rate of 710 litres per minute: meets the needs of large pumps.

Maximum power of 3.6 kW: guarantees high power and autonomy.

Suction height of 8 metres: allows water to be sucked from wells and cisterns.

Maximum debris section of 24 mm: allows water with a certain amount of debris to be pumped.

30 metre water column meter: allows water to be pumped over a height of 30 metres.

Fuel tank capacity of 3.1 litres: guarantees a working autonomy of approximately 2 hours.

Advantages IDROFOGLIA WT20

if you are looking for a product such as IDROFOGLIA WT20 or similar with similar characteristics
click HERE.

Images purely indicative.

  

Product features:  

Fuel: Gasoline
Fluid type: Waste waters
Height of suction (m): 8
Maximum output capacity (Lt/min): 710
Max power (KW): 3.6
Diameter (Ø): 2'' - 50 DN
Debris size capacity (mm): 24
Max head (mca): 30
Fuel tank capacity (L): 3.1
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